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Abstract—This paper presents a theory of 1.5 factor non-
linear down-sampling, reconstruction and noise elimination.
For linear down sampling of two or three factor, one sample
is taken and next one or two samples are not taken/discarded.
Here in non-linear down sampling two or three samples are
taken and the next one is not taken. The purpose of this non-
linear down sampling is to send less data samples in voice
communication. Though one sample is discarded after taking
two samples value of this sample can be reconstructed from
values of other samples. Here, two samples are at original
sampling period, Ts interval and next two samples are at 2Ts

interval. High-frequency sharp changes were extracted when
sampled at Ts interval. From received signal, discarded sample
can be reconstructed from nearby four samples (Previous
two and next two). When original signal contains higher
frequency some error signal is introduced, after reconstruction.
This error signal depends on original signal. Error signal is
eliminated using original signal. Down-sampling is performed
after sampling and signal reconstruction is performed just
before hearing the sound.

Index Terms—PCM, LPC, Down-sampling, Interpolation,
Frequency folding and Noise Elimination.

I. INTRODUCTION

In cellular communication PCM or DPCM is used. Before

sampling an analog low-pass filter is used to avoid folded

signals of higher frequencies [1]. DPCM is better technique

[2] because here less data is needed to be transferred. In

speech compression Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is used.

LPC is based on AR signal modeling. LPC is the basis

of speech compression for cell phones, digital answering

machines. LPC reduces the transmitted data by factor of

more than twelve [3]. LPC is a lossy compression scheme.

LPC is specifically tailored for speech. It does not work

well for audio in general. However if anyone wants to use

LPC compression technique he can use he can use it in this

compressed signal; LPC signal reconstruction is also needed

before this signal reconstruction. Anyone can also use

DPCM technique in this compressed signal. In adaptive rate

sampling technique using LEVEL CROSSING SAMPLING

SCHEME (LCSS) [4] bit-rate varies with input and time. If

we want to use LCSS technique in mobile communication

network will face difficulties to manage variable bit-rate and

the technique is not always compressing data. Non-uniform

sampling methods can be efficient for image compression

[5], not for voice communication. In voice communication a

real-time system should be considered. Here it is not possible

to send double data in one second and to disconnect system

for next one second as network is busy, like data transfer

through internet. In silence detection algorithm for speech

detection [6] speech and silence are separated by efficient

coding. In this algorithm a frame is declared as silence or

speech. Here compression ratio is not always constant but

loss of data is small.

Using the proposed compression technique 33.3% band-

width can be saved or number of mobile phone user can be

increased by 50%. The proposed technique can also be used

for internet voice communication, because LPC technique

[7] can be applied on it.

Sampling rate can be reduced to reduce bit-rate of data

transfer, but speech quality will degrade in reducing sam-

pling rate. In mobile communication voice signal is sampled

at rate of 8000Hz per second. For this frequencies up to

4000Hz can be manipulated using this sampling scheme. If

sampling rate is reduced to 5334Hz (2/3 of 8K Hz), fre-

quencies up to 2667Hz can be manipulated. In the proposed

compression method signals up to 3700Hz can be manip-

ulated, when frame contains no frequencies carrying major

power and smaller than 1000Hz. The proposed technique can

manipulate signals up to 3000Hz when signal contains no

frequencies, carrying major power and smaller than 300Hz.

When any frame contains both signals of high and low

frequencies, a hi-pass filter should be used before using this

compression system.

Processors can be created for the proposed operation so

that samples can be retrieved very quickly. Value gotten from

interpolation is mainly depends on values of previous two

samples and past two samples. When samples are 8 bit PCM,

32 bit input are available for 8 bit output in reconstructing

discarded samples. Fast digital circuit can be created for this

input and outputs using K-map and sub-circuit minimization

[8].

The proposed paper also gives a theory of 1.5 factor non-

linear down-sampling which can’t be proved by frequency

domain analysis. To prove this theorem trigonometry, for-

mulas of sum and difference in angle [9] and values of sine

and cosine are used.
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Fig. 1. A similar operation of our compression

II. OPERATION

Fig. 1 shows a similar operation of the proposed com-

pression. In diagram (Fig. 1), 3 factor down-sampled [10]

data is subtracted from original signal. In our compression

3 factor down-sampled data is discarded from original data.

For example when input is-

x(1) x(2) x(3) x(4) x(5) x(6) x(7) x(8).

Output of this system:

x(1) x(2) 0 x(4) x(5) 0 x(7) x(8).

Output of proposed system:

x(1) x(2) x(4) x(5) x(7) x(8).

x(3) x(6) .... will be reconstructed before hearing sound.

III. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

When frequency of the original signal is small compared

to FN original signal can be reconstructed from down-

sampled data using interpolation with very small noise.

At high frequency two noise signals are found. One

of them comes due to folding [13]. As it is non-linear

down sampling original signal is found with less amplitude

because of one same sampling period (Ts) and also noise of

folding frequency F=(2/3)FN is found because of one double

sampling period (2Ts). Assuming a signal of frequency,

f =
2

3
FN + f1Hz (1)

So, Folded signal,

Sf = sin(2π
( 23fN − f1)n

Fs
) = sin(2π

n

3
− 2π

f1n

Fs
) (2)

[As, Fs = 2 ∗ FN ]

Original signal,

Sm = sin(2π
( 23fN + f1)n

Fs
) = sin(2π

n

3
+ 2π

f1n

Fs
) (3)

From eqn. (2) and eqn. (3), a relation between these two

signals is found. That is-

Folded signal - Original signal =Sf − Sm =

sin(2π
n

3
− 2π

f1n

Fs
)− sin(2π

n

3
+ 2π

f1n

Fs
) = (4)

-2 cos(2π n
3 )sin(2π

f1n
Fs

)

Here, sin(2πf1n/Fs) is the low frequency noise signal,

Sl; it’s coefficient [9]-

-2 cos(2πn/3) = 1for, n%3 = 1, 2.

-2 cos(2πn/3) = −2for, n%3 = 0.
So, for two samples n=1, 2:

Sf − Sm = Sl (5)

The relation expressed in eqn. (5) is not true for third sample

which is discarded and this causes noise. It can be written

as-

Sf + Sl = Sm (6)

For original signal of frequency, f = 2
3FN − f1Hz

Same equation will be found as eqn. (6) with-

Sl = −sin(2πf1n/Fs)
According to this relation ( eqn. (6)), a part of original

signal may create noise. When signals are reconstructed

using interpolation, lowest possible frequency signals are

reconstructed. For this folding occurs [12]. Folded signal

and low frequency noise signal are of same amplitude.

Let, x% of the original signal is creating noise.

According to eqn. (6), following phenomena will occur.

• output = (1 - x%)Original signal + x%(Folded signal-

Low frequency noise signal)

• π radian phase-shift occurs between folded signal and

low frequency noise signal.

• frequency difference between low frequency noise sig-

nal and change in original signal at high frequency

= (2/3)FN

To fix this problem, low frequency signal is selected from

output through low-pass filter [11]. Then it is shifted by

(2/3)FN Hz multiplying by sin(2π(2/3)FN t) and added

with original signal[12]. After that, low frequency signal is

eliminated from output using high-pass filter.

Compression ratio is defined by the eqn. (7)

CR =
B

Bo
(7)

Where,

Bo= Size of data before compression

B= Size of data after compression

Compression ratio for the proposed compression tech-

nique, CR = 100−33.333
100 = 0.667.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

A model matlab code is built. It can manipulate signals

up to 3000Hz when signal contains no frequencies, carrying

major power and smaller than 300Hz. It works in two ways-

• At low frequency (only interpolation for signal recon-

struction)

• At high frequency (noise minimization after signal

reconstruction)

It is successful for five male and five female voices, sound

of bird (available in matlab sptool), pure sine waves. The

important thing is that it is successful over all real human

clean voices used for simulation.
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Fig. 2. Original signal, frequency=1700Hz

Fig. 3. Signal after down-sampling

A. Normal Case

Normally frequencies, carrying major power of voice

signal are smaller than 2200Hz, f < (5/9)FN . Original signal

can be reconstructed from transmitted or down-sampled

signal in this case easily only using interpolation. Here a

pure sine wave of 1700Hz is used as input. Signal spectrums

are shown in Fig. 2-4.

Here signal of a female clean voice (matlab, available

in matlab sptool) is used as input. Input-output signals and

signal-spectrums are given Fig. 5-7.

Here it can be said that input and output signal are

approximately same.

B. Exceptional Case

In previous method signals having frequency lower than

2350Hz can be manipulated. To manipulate signals of higher

frequency (exception) errors due to down-sampling and in-

terpolation should be considered. When frequency of signal

is more than 2000Hz, two significant noise signals produced.

Here a pure sine wave of 2400Hz is used as input. Signal

spectrums are given in Fig. 8-10.

Elimination of these noises is vital. When a 2400Hz

sinusoidal signal is used, two noise signals have frequencies

of (2666.6667 - 2400) = 266.66667Hz and (2666.6667×2 -

2400) = 2933.3333Hz.

They are of same amplitude (approximately) but their am-

plitude increases in increase of frequency. Their frequency

Fig. 4. Reconstructed signal containing noise (Noise is not creating any
problem as noise-power is small)

Fig. 5. Input of a female clean voice (matlab, available in sptool) [14]

Fig. 6. Output signal

difference is 2666.6667Hz. This frequency difference is

applicable for any input signal. So if it is possible to shift

low frequency signal by 2666.6667Hz and to subtract it

from total signal high-frequency noise will be eliminated.

Then low frequency signal will be eliminated using high-

pass filter. Noise eliminated signal is shown in Fig. 11.

Method for exceptional case can be used when a frame

contains only high frequency signals. For an example signal

of frequency 3600Hz can be manipulated when frame con-

tains no frequencies, carrying major power and smaller than

1000Hz.

In following example a high frequency practical signal

(chirp, available in matlab sptool) is used as input. Input-

output signals and signal-spectrums are given in Fig. 12-15.

From figures it can also be said that input and output sig-

nal are approximately same after applying noise elimination

operation.

V. DISCUSSION

Speech compression algorithms, in mobile satellite sys-

tems bring us lossy compressions [15]. Our compression is

one of them. It can be used in voice communication. In PCM
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Fig. 7. Input and output signal spectrum of a female clean voice (matlab,
available in sptool) [14]

Fig. 8. Original signal of frequency=2400Hz

Fig. 9. Signal after down-sampling

Fig. 10. Reconstructed signal containing noise (noises at 266Hz and
2933Hz are of same amplitude)

Fig. 11. Signal after elimination of noise

Fig. 12. Input signal of chirp (High frequency signal available in matlab
sptool)

8K samples are sent per second. In proposed process 2/3 of

these samples will be sent. Using the proposed compression

scheme 33.33% bandwidth can be saved or number of

user can be increased by 50% in cellular communication.

LPC Analysis and Synthesis of Speech are also possible in

compressed signal.

The proposed technique will create some noise if signal

contains frequencies near to 4K Hz. Voice signals doesn’t

contain such high frequency terms, moreover a band-pass

filter will be used before sampling. So this technique is an

efficient one.

Fig. 13. Signal after interpolation-reconstruction operation (before noise
elimination)
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Fig. 14. Output after elimination of noise

Fig. 15. Input and output signal spectrum of chirp (High frequency signal
available in sptool)

The main problem of digital data is that, it takes huge

space. Entropy coding is used for compressing data. Huff-

man coding is an example of entropy coding [16]. These

codings are used for zipping files. The main problem of

these algorithms is compression is not always possible and

compression ratio is not good for speech signals. Modern

goal of down sampling is to maintain good quality using

smaller memory space [17]. Proposed system will be an

efficient way of sending less number of samples. It is better

process than reducing sampling rate because it works as a

combination of two systems. It can manipulate both high

frequency and low frequency signals. In proposed system

bit-rate is constant, so network will not face difficulty to

transmit signals [18]. So, proposed technique can be used

for efficient real-time signal transmission.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed compression reduces bandwidth require-

ment for signal transmission. LPC Analysis and Synthesis

of Speech are also possible in compressed signal. We will

work for creating a fast processor for this operation. If this

operation is performed in normal processors, a large time

will be needed but this time is enough small for transmitting

and receiving data. For faster implementation of the system

FPGA will be an efficient device.
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